
  

    

  

  

  
  

    

   

For input of data on cards, the high-speed Punched Card Reader, which reads 1200 
80-column or 1500 51-column cards a minute, is connected to the GIER Computer 
by means of the Servo Input Buffer System of the RC 2000 Paper Tape Reader (see 
Speceeow: 
The Card Reader utilizes asynchronous, pneumatic card feed, photo-electric sensing, 
and column read. Card handling techniques assure reliability, operational efficiency, 
and extended card life, permitting even the reading of cards that have been ben? or 
crumpled, To ensure accuracy, the read station employs a dual-read comparison 
check. In addition, a light/dark pre-read check is performed on each data channel, 
before the card is read. Reading by columns rather than by rows eliminates the need 
for large data storage and disassembly registers and frees the Computer of the 
necessity of rearranging the card word. 
When cards in the feed tray reach the picker, they are separated by air injection; 
the cards are then removed in sequence by a rotating vacuum capstan for trans- 
Portation past the station. If a card is not picked from the deck within a specified time, 
a fail-to-pick signal is sent to the Computer. From the read station the cards are 
turned on rollers and passed along to the stacking tray with original sequence and 
deck orientation maintained. 
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Following the reading of the last column and ior ie esseuag. the rea , the — 

Computer determines in 1.5 ms whether a card is to be accepted or sent ores reject 
tray, thus enabling 2 limited amount one Dees aie on instructions from the 
oroes the Card RCnE Gn cr can continue ing or stop. 

The oe and stacking trays both vibrate to plowders oon stant force at the picker 
and the stacker tegardless of deck length. TI ject tray may be used for sorting 
or for storing rej cards. 

Housed in a compact, free Sending unit, the Punched Card Reader empl si 
aiate circuitry Sono with Puget le ues and subassemblies. Pot oocees ae 

jic chassis and power sup} 
ee operating and Tanenes conveni 
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and the pelagic arrangement of the onal ea eal 

 


